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Abstract. E-governance or electronic governance is an application of Information and Communication

Technology (ICT) for delivering cost-effective government services by any country to its citizens with relia-

bility, transparency and efficiency. Majority of authentication schemes for e-governance in India are based on

single-server environment. To access the services, users need to register themselves at the authentication server

for every e-governance service. Various e-governance services work through different servers, and therefore

users get registered on each server separately. These services and servers require a unified and integrated

authentication scheme to overcome the problem of multiple registrations and login processes. This paper

proposes a dynamic authentication protocol based on the identity of a user for multi-server architecture without

using verification tables. It is also capable of integrating all the existing e-governance projects. The proposed

protocol fulfills the security requirements such as mutual authentication, traceability and identity protection

along with the facility to share a session key among all the servers for secure communication.

Keywords. Communication; computer security; network security; authentication; authentication protocol; e-

governance.

1. Introduction

Today, internet has become an integral part of our life. We

are surrounded by Information and Communication Tech-

nology (ICT). The expeditious burgeoning of technology

and internet is leading to Internet of Things (IoT). Most of

the users’ services are now available online. Authentication

plays an important role to provides accessibility to these

internet-based services only to the legitimate users.

Many researchers presented different authentication

protocols both for two-layer as well as for multi-layer

architecture-based systems. The authentication schemes for

multi-server architecture are available in the literature

[1–4]. It has been observed that the hash-based authenti-

cation schemes are most efficient techniques [1, 5–8]. In

2014, Xue et al proposed a technique [9], which claims the

anonymity and traceability with all necessary security

properties as in the Li et al [3] protocol. Gaharana and

Anand [10] presented a security analysis of various multi-

server authentication techniques. These techniques are

based on two-way as well as on three-way factor-based

authentication [11–16]. Generally, authentication schemes

are dependent on a central server that stores the verification

data. Because of centrally stored verification data, these

schemes are vulnerable. Therefore, a new authentication

scheme is required to overcome this weakness.

Authentication ofmulti-layer systems requires registration

of all layers at a central layer, which acts as an authentication

server. This type of schemes should be dynamic in nature, in

which the parameters are calculated instantaneously at var-

ious layers and should not be based on central verification

table. The authentication and session key will be calculated

using the data stored at each layer at the time of registration

and also depend on the instantaneous calculation of shared

parameters based on user’s identity.

This paper proposes a dynamic authentication scheme for

multi-server environment. The proposed scheme is based

on user’s ID and does not require verification table. In this

scheme, session key is deduced from the parameters

derived from user’s identity. These parameters are shared

during authentication/login process. This scheme is cor-

roborated with the case study of an e-governance system

where all the services are available in different servers and

requires separate registration of user at each server for its

service. Therefore, the proposed scheme is able to integrate

these isolated systems and gives an unified view to it as an*For correspondence
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integrated system. The proposed schema is also resistive for

known security attacks such as leak-of-verifier attack,

eavesdropping attack, stolen smart card attack, denial-of-

service (DoS) attack, replay attack, forgery attack, etc.

2. Motivation of the work: unified and integrated

authentication and key agreement

scheme for multi-server systems

The current Indian e-governance system users can access

various government services through an ICT-based system.

These services are accessed by citizens, business organiza-

tions, government agencies and nonprofit organisations in

different cases as Government to Citizen [17], Government

to Business [18], Government to Government [19] and

Government toNon-Profit [20], respectively.However, these

services are deployed on various servers and users need to

register on each server separately to access these services.

Therefore, there is a requirement of a strong, integrated and

unified authentication scheme to verify the lawfulness of the

citizens to access various government services using a single

registration process. To establish the need of this proposed

authentication scheme, e-Pramaan Framework developed by

Department of Electronics and Information Technology,

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology,

Government of India, has been studied and analysed [21–24].

It has been identified that the current system requiresmultiple

registrations and authentications to access various govern-

ment services and most of these authentication schemes are

dependent on verifiable password or credentials stored at a

central server [25–28]. These schemes are generally imple-

mented for single-server environment or central-server

environment. The password-based authentication schemes

are required to store verifiable data in the form of a database

table containing user identities and passwords. The multi-

server-based system like e-governance is different because it

is based on multi-server architecture; hence, password-based

authentication schemes are not suitable. Therefore, there is a

requirement of a strong and secure authentication

scheme that will overcome the gaps and weaknesses of the

existing authentication schemes.

3. Related work

This section gives details of some authentication techniques

based on multi-server environment. To explain the working

of these schemes, some notations used are listed in table 1.

3.1 Lee’s authentication protocol [8]

The working of this scheme is shown in figure 1. There are

three layers involved in this scheme: user (Us), service

providing server (Sj ) and registration server (RS). Users

choose a random number b and password PWDi. They send

the message (IDi � hðb;PWDiÞ) to RS. RS chooses the

master key x and a secret number y to compute h(x k y) and
h(y). Thereafter, RS shares these parameters with Sj through

a secure channel. Only RS knows the master secret key

x and secret number y. The smart card parameters CIDi, Pij,

Bi and Qij are calculated at user’s end with its password

PWDi, random number b, time-stamp Ti and nonce Ni:

Ai ¼ hðb� PWDiÞ; ð1Þ

CIDi ¼ hðb� PWDiÞ � hðTi k Ai k NiÞÞ; ð2Þ

Pij ¼ Ti � hðhðyÞ k Ni k SIDjÞ; ð3Þ

Bi ¼ hðhðb� PWDiÞ k hðx k yÞÞ; ð4Þ

Qij ¼ hðBi k Ai k NiÞ: ð5Þ

Now, at RS’s end, the parameter M
0

ij is calculated on the

basis of received parameters CIDi, Pij, Bi and Qij:

M
0

ij ¼ hðBi k Ni k Ai k SIDjÞ: ð6Þ

M
0

ij is sent to user’s end and the parameter M
00

ij is calculated

and shared with the server:

M
00

ij ¼ hðBi k Nj k Ai k SIDjÞ: ð7Þ

CIDi is the parameter that will be saved on smart card along

with others, Ti is the time-stamp and SIDj is server’s ID;

Table 1. Notations used to explain various protocols.

Symbol Description

UID User ID

PWD User password

h() One-way hash function

� Bitwise XOR computation

k Concatenation operation

y Secret value of server(to be stored on smart card)

x Secret value of server

Figure 1. Sequence flow of Lee et al’s authentication protocol.
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Pij;Qij;M
0

ij;M
00

ij and Ai are the intermediate parameters used

for authentication; Ni , Nj are nonces generated at user (Us)

and server (RS) side, respectively [8]. Finally, the session

key, i.e. SK, will be generated at both the ends:

SK ¼ hðBi;Ni;Nj;Ai; SIDjÞ: ð8Þ

3.2 Scheme of Li et al [29]

The detailed information flow of this scheme is illus-

trated in figure 2. This scheme works for three partici-

pants: the user (Ui ), the service providing server (Sj ) and

registration server (RS). RS chooses the master key x and

a secret number y to compute hðx k yÞ and hðSIDj k hðyÞÞ
(where the SIDj is server’s ID, requested by user to get

access to the services from it). Later, RS shares these

parameters with server Sj through a secure channel. The

login message consists of the parameters CIDi, Pij, M1

and M2 and the calculation of these parameters is as

follows:

Pij ¼ Ei � hðhðSIDj k hðyÞÞ k NiÞ; ð9Þ

CIDi ¼ Ai � hðDi k SIDj k NiÞ; ð10Þ

M1 ¼ hðPij k CIDi k Di k NiÞ; ð11Þ

M2 ¼ hðSIDj k hðyÞÞ � Ni: ð12Þ

On the basis of the received parameters, server calculates

M3 and M4 and later sends back to user. The calculation of

these parameters is as follows:

M3 ¼ hðDi k Ai k Nj k SIDjÞ; ð13Þ

M4 ¼ Ai � Ni � Nj: ð14Þ

User calculates M5 on the basis of received and existing

parameters:

M5 ¼ hðDi k Ni k Ai k SIDjÞ: ð15Þ

CIDi is saved on smart card along with other required

parameters. SIDj is server’s ID; Pij;Qij;M1;M2;M3;

M4;M5;Di and Ai are the intermediate parameters used for

authentication. Ni and Nj are nonces generated at user and

server side, respectively [29].

Finally, the session key, i.e. SK, will be generated at both

the ends.

SK ¼ hðDi;Ai;Nj;Ni; SIDjÞ: ð16Þ

3.3 Scheme of Xue et al [30]

This protocol also uses three participants, which are

involved in authentication process as user (Ui), the ser-

vice providing server (Sj) and control server (CS). The

working and flow of information is shown in figure 3.

User chooses a random number b and it’s ID, IDi. PIDi is

the protected pseudonym identity of the user, which is

calculated as hðIDi k bÞ and Bi is calculated as

hðPIDi k xÞ, where x is the secret number known only to

CS. TSi is the current time-stamp value at Ui. Ni1 is nonce

at user’s layer, Ni2 is nonce at Sj layer and Ni3 is nonce at

CS server’s end. SIDj is server’s ID of service providing

server and rest are the intermediate parameters used for

calculations.

For login, user calculates Fi, Pij, CIDi and Gi on the basis

of parameters stored in their own smart card:

Fi ¼ Bi � Ni1; ð17Þ

Pij ¼ hðBi � hðN i1 k SIDj k PIDi k TSiÞ; ð18Þ

CIDi ¼ IDi � hðBi k Ni1 k TSi k ‘‘00’’Þ; ð19Þ

Gi ¼ b� hðBi k Ni1 k TSi k ‘‘11’’Þ: ð20Þ

Now, service provider server at Sj layer receives the

login parameters and calculates Ji, Ki, Li, Mi and sends to

control server along with the received parameters from

user’s layer:

Ji ¼ BSj � Ni2; ð21Þ

Ki ¼ hðNi2 k BSj k Pij k TSiÞ; ð22Þ

Li ¼ SIDj � hðBSj k Ni2 k TSi k ‘‘00’’Þ; ð23Þ

Mi ¼ d � hðBSj k Ni2 k TSi k ‘‘11’’Þ: ð24Þ

Control server verifies the user and sends parameters Pi, Ri,

Qi, and Vi to the service provider server:

Pi ¼ Ni1 � Ni3� hðSIDj k Ni2 k BSjÞ; ð25Þ

Ri ¼ Ni2 � Ni3 � hðIDi k Ni1 k BiÞ; ð26Þ

Qi ¼ hðNi1 � Ni3Þ; ð27Þ

Vi ¼ hðNi2 � Ni3Þ: ð28ÞFigure 2. Sequence flow of Li et al’s authentication protocol.
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CIDi and PIDi are the parameters saved on smart card along

with others. SIDj is server’s ID; Pij;Gi; Ji;Ki; Li;Mi;

Ri;Qi;Vi and BSj are the intermediate parameters used for

authentication. Ni1 , Ni2 and Ni3 are nonces generated at

user, service providing server and central server sides,

respectively. TSi is the time-stamp generated at the end of

user at the time of login [30].

Finally, the session key, i.e. SK, will be generated at both

the ends as follows:

SK ¼ hððNi1 � Ni2 � Ni3Þ k TSiÞ: ð29Þ

3.4 Scheme of Leu and Hsieh [31]

This scheme uses a random number, which makes it diffi-

cult for illegitimate user to access the system. This random

number is used to verify the identity. Three participants, the

user (Ui), the service providing server (S) and registration

server (RS), are involved in this scheme. The RS chooses

x as a master key and a secret number y. Further, it com-

putes hðx k yÞ and h(y). Then, these parameters are shared

with server RS through a secure channel. The parameters

x and y are known only to RS [31].

The sequence diagram is shown in figure 4, which pro-

vides details of this scheme. User directly sends the

parameters CIDi, Pij, Qi and nonce Ni on the basis of

parameter Ai. The calculation of these parameters is as

follows:

Ai ¼ hðb k PWDiÞ; ð30Þ

CIDi ¼ hðb� PWDi � RiÞ � hðTi k Ai k NiÞ; ð31Þ

Pij ¼ Ti � hðhðyÞ k Ni k SIDjÞ; ð32Þ

Qi ¼ hðOi k Ai k NiÞ: ð33Þ

Service providing server S calculates the parameter Mij and

sends this back to user’s end. The calculation of Mij is as

follows:

Mij ¼ hðOi k Ai k Ni k SIDjÞ: ð34Þ

After receiving Mij, user calculates another parameter M
00

ij

and sends back to service providing server:

M
00

ij ¼ hðOi k Ai k Ni k SIDjÞ: ð35Þ

CIDi is the parameter saved on smart card along with other

parameters. SIDj is server’s ID; Pij;Qi;Oi;Mij;M
00

ij; Ti;

Mi;Ri and Ai are the intermediate parameters used for

authentication. Ni is nonce generated at user side [31].

Figure 3. Sequence flow of Xue et al’s authentication protocol.

Figure 4. Sequence flow of Leu and Hsieh authentication protocol.
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Finally, the session key, i.e. SK, will be generated at both

the ends as follows:

SK ¼ hðBi k Ni k Nj k Ai k SIDjÞ: ð36Þ

All the afore-mentioned schemes provide identity pro-

tection, session key agreement and a separate phase for

password update or change. Masquerade attack cannot

be performed on all the schemes except on the Leu and

Hsieh scheme. Replay attack is possible only on the

Lee et al scheme but rest of the schemes are safe from

this attack. According to Gahrana and Anand [10],

there is no scheme that meets all the security

requirements and attains all the security goals. These

schemes give an idea about the authentication for the

afore-mentioned proposed problem of this paper.

Therefore, the proposed scheme is motivated from the

analysis of these schemes.

4. Proposed authentication scheme

The proposed scheme will work for distributed, multi-

server-based environment where various services are

provided by different servers. These services work in

isolation, but the proposed authentication scheme pro-

vides an integrated view to the existing e-governance

services as a unified e-governance system in which reg-

istration/login credentials of the user can work for all the

servers and services. The symbols used in this scheme are

illustrated in table 2.

The proposed integrated and unified authentication sys-

tem contains three basic layers of the operations.

1. User layer (U): It is the client layer from where the user

can access the services. The subscript ’i’ relates the used

parameters to ith user.

2. Control and authentication server layer (CAS): It is the

layer responsible for completing the authentication

process of the user and helps deduce the session key.

3. Department Service layer (DS): This layer is responsible

for providing services (related to their department) to

legitimate users.

The details of this architecture for proposed scheme are

illustrated in figure 5, in which there are three algorithms/

processes.

1. Registration process: Users present and upload required

documents, and they are provided a smart card. User

layer and the department layer must get registered at the

CAS layer. For this purpose, two registration processes

are designed.

(a) User registration (at user layer): This process is

responsible for registering a user for authentication.

(b) Department server registration (at DS layer): This

process is used to register the server of DSlayer,

which is responsible for providing specific govern-

ment service.

2. Login process: Various services will be provided to

legitimate users along with session key, which will

be shared after verification of the legitimacy of the

user.

3. Password change process: Allow users to change

their passwords either in case of loss or a routine

change.

A detailed description and calculations are as follows.

4.1 Registration process

This process consists of the following two processes.

4.1a Registration process for user (UR): For the regis-

tration, user calculates the parameter UIDi in Eq. (37),

using an arbitrarily selected id Ui, password PWDi and a

Table 2. Notations used in our proposed protocol.

Symbol Description

CSC Common service centre

DS Department server under government ownership

DSO One of the DS where user initiates interaction

with government

CAS Central authentication server, responsible for

authentication

Ui ith user from set U

h() A one-way hash function (() denotes the

function/process)

E Encryption process

k The bitwise concatenation operation

� The bitwise XOR operation

UIDi User Identity for user Ui

r1, r2, r3 Random numbers generated at CSC, DSO &

CAS

key1, key2 Encryption keys between CSC & DSO and DSO

& CAS

IDDSO Legitimate ID of DSO

IDDS Legitimate ID of DS

TS1i; TS2i; TS3i Time-stamps at CSC, DS and CAS, respectively

N1i;N2i;N3i Random nonces generated at CSC, DS and CAS,

respectively

PIN User has this key used for encryption on smart

card data

DTSDSTV Acceptable difference between time-stamps at

DS with TS1

DTSCASTV Acceptable difference between time-stamps at

CAS with TS1

DTSDSOTV
Acceptable difference between time-stamps at

DSO with TS1

SessKey Session key used for communication after

authentication
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random number rUi
. Later, the user sends this message to

CAS. The process is illustrated in algorithm 1. The steps of

this process are as follows.

UR Step-1. In this step, users select a random number

rUi
and calculate UIDi:

UIDi ¼ hðUi k PWDi k rUi
Þ: ð37Þ

Now the message MSGUSERtoCAS is sent to

the CAS server for registration. The calcu-

lation of MSGUSERtoCAS is as follows:

MSGUSERtoCAS  EðUi k UIDi k rUi
Þ: ð38Þ

Here, E denotes the encryption process; this

implies that the message should be transferred

through a secure communication channel.

E may be based on public key or secret key

encryption, which totally depends on the gov-

ernment policies. For the generic purpose,

E represents the process for secure communi-

cation; ri
CAS
0 and ri

CAS
00 are two randomnumbers,

generated at CAS.

UR Step-2. Message is successfully received by the

CAS server. CAS decrypts the message and

computes a1i, a2i, a3i and a4i:

a1i ¼ hðUi k UIDi k rUi
Þ; ð39Þ

a2i ¼ hða1i k ri
CAS
0 Þ; ð40Þ

a3i ¼ hða2i k ri
CAS
00 Þ; ð41Þ

a4i ¼ a2i � a3i: ð42Þ

These parameters are further used for

authentication. CAS stores a2i and creates a

message MSGCAStoUSER in Eq. (43). Then

CAS sends MSGCAStoUSER to USERi:

MSGCAStoUSER  Eða1i k a3i k a4i k hðÞ k rUi
Þ:

ð43Þ

UR Step-3. At the user layer, parameters a1i, a3i, a4i
and rUi

are calculated from the message

MSGCAStoUSER and written on the smart card

provided to the user.

4.1b Registration process for department server (DR):

This process must be used to register the department server

at CAS layer. The DS server is denoted by suffix ‘j’ for jth

server in this scheme. This registration process is illustrated

in algorithm 2. The steps of this process are as follows.

DR Step-1. DS server sends its ID, i.e. DSIDj, to CAS.

DR Step-2. CAS server calculates SIDj, where CAS

selects two random numbers (rjCAS and rjDS)

for registration of server DSj:

SIDj ¼ hðDSIDj k rjCASÞ: ð44Þ

DR Step-3. Now, CAS sends SIDj and rjDS to DSj.

DR Step-4. After receiving the parameter SIDj and

random number rjDS , DSj calculates the

parameter CIDj:

CIDj ¼ hðSIDj k rjDSÞ: ð45Þ

Figure 5. Integrated authentication framework for multi-server-based system.
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4.2 Login process (LP)

Legitimate users prove their identity using this login pro-

cess to access the authorized services using their registered

smart card. The process is divided into five steps; a detailed

description of these steps is as follows.

LP Step-1. In this step, registered users swipe their

smart card and input their password PWDi.

Following calculations for UIDi and a1
0

i are

done at the user’s layer using Eqs. (37) and

(42). Now, the algorithm compares calcu-

lated a1
0

i with stored a1i; session terminates

if both a1i and a1
0

i are not the same. This

step helps check the legitimacy of the user

because password is known only to the user.

Further, the parameters a2i, Ti, kij, k
0

ij andMi

are calculated.

Ti ¼ a2i � N1i ð46Þ

where N1i is the nonce at user layer. The

term TS1i represents the time-stamp and

DSIDj is the ID of requested department

server (when users select a particular

e-governance service, the request is redi-

rected from CSC to the respective depart-

ment server, i.e. DSIDj).

kij ¼ hða2iÞ � hðDSIDj k TS1iÞ ð47Þ

k
0

ij ¼ hða2i k ða1i � N1iÞ

k append0ðN1iÞ k append0ðUiÞ
ð48Þ

where append0 is the process to append two bits ‘0’.

Mi ¼ Ui � hða1i k kijÞ: ð49Þ

Now the parameters Mi; a1i; a2i; k
0

ij; TS1i; Ti are sent to

department server, where the service will be provided to the

requested user at DS layer.

LP Step-2. At this step, DS layer checks the time-

stamp and prevents the timing attack and

replay attack by comparing the received

time-stamp (TS1i) with its time-stamp

(TS2i). If TS1i is found to be greater than

TS2i then process terminates, else it

further calculates the other parameters

b1i, b2i, b3i:

b1i ¼ CIDj � N2i: ð50Þ

N2i and TS2i are nonce and time-stamp at

DS layer.

b2i ¼ hðN2i k CIDj k k
0

ijÞ; ð51Þ

b3i ¼ DSIDj � hðCIDj � N2iÞ: ð52Þ

Now, the parameters Mi; a1i; a2i; b1i;

b2i; b3i; k
0

ij;DSIDj; TS1i; Ti shall be sent to

CAS server, to finalize the authentication.

LP Step-3. Now, CAS performs the calculation of

SIDj and CIDj for verification in

Eqs. (44) and (45). Using the calculated

parameters SIDj, CIDj and received

parameter b1i, the algorithm calculates

N2i given in Eq. (50). Further, the

process checks the integrity through the

calculation and comparison of calculated

values of b2�i and a2�i with received

values of b2i and a2i in Eqs. (51) and

(43), respectively.
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If the comparison is successful, then the system

concludes that the user is authentic and further calcu-

lations of parameters are used for sharing the session

key; kij, Ui and N1i are calculated using (47), (49) and

(46), respectively. After deducing the nonce N1i, which

is exclusively generated at CSC, CAS calculates d1ij,

d2ij, d3ij and d4ij; d1ij and d2ij are for DS, and d3ij and

d4ij are for user. Mutual authentication between CAS

and DS as well as with CSC takes place using these

parameters. Calculation of these parameters is given in

Eqs. (53)–(56):

d1ij ¼ ðN1i � N3iÞ

� hðDSIDj k N2i k CIDjÞ;
ð53Þ

d2ij ¼ hðN1i � N3iÞ: ð54Þ

N3i is the random nonce generated at CAS.

d3ij ¼ ðN2i � N3iÞ

� hðUi k N1i k a1ijÞ;
ð55Þ

d4ij ¼ hðN2i � N3iÞ: ð56Þ

Now the parameters d1ij, d2ij, d3ij and d4ij are sent to

DS server, to acknowledge the authentication process

and deduce the session key.

Keysession ¼ N1i � N2i � N3i: ð57Þ

LP Step-4. Now, DS performs the following calculation

to generate session key. From Eq. (53), if

d1ij is XOR with hðDSIDj k N2i k CIDjÞ, the
term ðN1i � N3iÞ is received. Initially, DS
calculates (N1i � N3i) through the received

parameters from CAS:

ðN1i � N3iÞ ¼ d1ij

� hðDSIDj k N2i k CIDjÞ:
ð58Þ

Now calculate d2�ij through ðN1i � N3iÞ. If the calculated

parameter d2�ij is the same as received d2ij, then the process

will go forward; else the process terminates the session with

failed status. If both the received and calculated, i.e. d2ij
and d2�ij, are the same, then calculate the session key.

Keysession ¼ N2i � ðN1i � N3iÞ: ð59Þ

Now, DS server sends the parameters d3ij and d4ij to the

requested user layer, which waits for acknowledgement of

authentication and also for session key.

LP Step-5. User layer calculates ðN2i � N3iÞ by
Eq. (60):

ðN2i � N3iÞ ¼ d3ij

� hðUi k N1i k a1iÞ:
ð60Þ

Further, users calculate d4�ij by Eq. (56). If

this calculated parameter d4�ij is the same as

received d4ij then they go forward, else they

terminate the session with failed status. If

both the received and calculated, i.e. d4ij and

d4�ij, are the same then they calculate the

session key as illustrated in Eq. (61):

keysession ¼ N1i � ðN2i � N3iÞ: ð61Þ

This is a way to share the session key among all the three

layers for further communication. The sequence diagram of

this flow of login process is illustrated in figure 6.

4.3 Password change process

Users can use this process to change their password. In

this process, users send their ID and password, i.e. Ui and

PWDi, to CAS server with calculated parameters UID�i
and MSG�USERtoCAS

using Eqs. (37) and (38), respectively.

If CAS finds that MSG�USERtoCAS
is the same as

MSGUSERtoCAS then CAS allows users to send a new

password, and later password-related steps are further

performed as in the registration process, which is already

discussed.

5. Security analysis and discussion

This section examines and analyses the proposed

scheme in comparison with other multi-server-based

authentication schemes. A threat model is developed to

assess various security attacks and available mitigation.

Further, performance of the proposed scheme is anal-

ysed, both in terms of required computation and com-

munication efforts.

5.1 Threat model

A threat model is designed to identify various vulnerabili-

ties and protection against these vulnerabilities. Figure 7

shows the threat model for the proposed authentication

scheme. Applying the threat analysis, totally six attacks and

three preventive actions are identified to strengthen the

security of the scheme. At the user layer, three attacks

identified are threat to user’s identity, user anonymity

attack and stolen smart card attack. Between user layer and

DS layer, the three attacks identified are masquerade attack,

replay attack and DOS attack and and three security func-

tionalities provided are session key agreement, traceability

and mutual authentication. Between DS layer and CAS
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layer, one attack and three security functionalities iden-

tified are masquerade attack and session key agreement,

traceability and mutual authentication, respectively.

Finally, at CAS layer, one attack may be possible that is

identified by this threat model, i.e., insider attack. All the

attacks and security functionalities are illustrated in fig-

ure 7. How this scheme protects itself from these attacks

and provides other security functionalities are explained

in the next section.

5.2 Security analysis of scheme

The security testing and analysis of the proposed

scheme are discussed here.

5.2a Security attacks

Identity protection

and user anonymity:

There are two basic and neces-

sary requirements for any

authentication algorithm: first,

Figure 6. Login process.

Figure 7. Threat model of proposed scheme.
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protection of identity and sec-

ond, anonymity preservation of

user [32]. The proposed

scheme prevents identity theft

and preserves the anonymity of

users as their identity is not

available on communication

channel in its original form.

Rather, it is processed by

Eqs. (37) and (38) during the

registration process as given in

algorithm 1.

Masquerade

attack:

Another security attack is man in

middle or masquerade attack, in

which an attacker can monitor or/

and forge the communicated mes-

sages [33]. In the proposed scheme,

it is impossible for a man in the

middle to identify or calculate ses-

sion key because it is based on

parameters distributed in disjoint

manner at three layers of the pro-

posed architecture. It is difficult to

extract the part of session key from

received message as Eqs. (57), (59)

and (61) are the combination of

nonces of each layer. Nonces (N1i,

N2i and N3i) at each layer (user’s

layer, DS and CAS, respectively) are

known only by the respective layer

exclusively, i.e. N1i is available only

at user’s layer, N2i is available only

at the DS layer and N3i is available

only at the CAS layer. Therefore, the

session key is calculated only when

all the three nonces are available at

any end. It is impossible for an

attacker to work between user’s

layer and DS layer, and at the same

time also be between DS layer and

CAS layer.

Replay attack: This attack includes blocking the

past messages and later replaying

them to the server or receiver, and it

seems that the whole process is

initiated as a legitimate user [34]. It

is an attack in which users can easily

impersonate a legitimate user. Due

to the use of time-stamp TS1i, our

proposed scheme resists this attack.

Password

updating/

changing:

To provide controlled access for an

application/service, it is highly

desirable to change passwords

frequently. In the proposed scheme,

users are allowed to change the

password on providing their cre-

dentials stored on the smart card to

CAS layer, which calculates param-

eters UIDi and a1
0

i using Eqs. (37)

and (42), respectively, and matches

these with already stored parame-

ters. If the matching is successful

then users can regenerate their

password using algorithm 1 with a

new password.

DoS attack: To prevent DoS attack [35] the

proposed scheme maintains time-

stamps at DS and CAS layers. When

the login process is initiated at user’s

layer, it sends a TS1i to DS. On

receiving the request, DS layer

recalculates time-stamp that is not

later than the set threshold value.

The same procedure is repeated at

CAS layer. To prevent flooding from

user’s layer, the password PWDi is

entered along with user’s ID Ui.

Later parameter a1
0

i is calculated

(Eq. (42)) to compare it to its stored

value in smart card. Due to this

comparison, the DoS attack is resis-

tant for this scheme.

Insider attack: An insider (like administrator, etc.)

is a legitimate person to access the

services and data of the computer or

network system, and can misuse this

information or system [36]. In the

proposed scheme, the password is

not transmitted to the server in plain

(Eq. (37)). In fact, the proposed

scheme uses various operations,

including hashing, to protect the

system from insider attack. A mali-

cious insider user possessing a

legitimate smart card cannot extract

any secret information even after

applying brute force attack on the

elements (a1i, a3i, a4i, rUi
), which

are stored in the smart card.

Stolen smart card

attack:

The security algorithm should be

designed in such a manner so as to

resist the attack, in which an attacker

steals the smart card and tries to

access the system. Physical protec-

tion methods cannot resist malicious

attackers getting the stored elements,

but our scheme is designed such that

finding stored elements will not help
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an attacker in obtaining credentials

because to deduce the first element

for verification process, UIDi needs

user’s ID Ui and password PWDi as

given in Eq. (37).

Session key

agreement:

A session key is computed at all the

layers, involved in communication,

to shield the communication among

them to provide secrecy. In our

scheme, a session key keysession is

generated to secure the correspon-

dence between the imparting parties.

The calculation of keysession is given

in Eqs. (57), (59) and (61).

5.2b Security functionalities

Mutual

authentication:

Mutual authentication is an essential

property for any authentication tech-

nique, in which all the involved parties

authenticate each other [37]. In the

proposed scheme all the layers share

their masked IDs (when plain ID is

processed with cryptographic opera-

tions like XOR, etc., to protect it from

attackers is called as masking ID)

during the registration process (as

shown in algorithms 2 and 1) and later

on these IDs are used for mutual

authentication during the login process

as in Eqs. (37), (48), (50)–(52), (44),

(45), (53) and (55).

Session key

agreement:

A session key is computed at all the

layers, involved in communication, to

shield the communication among them

to provide secrecy. In our scheme, a

session key keysession is generated to

secure the correspondence between the

imparting parties. The calculation of

keysession is given in Eqs. (57), (59) and

(61).

Traceability: During the login phase, the control

server can compute user’s original ID

and this feature is called traceability,

which makes a user traceable on the

control server. In our scheme, original

ID, i.e. Ui, can be computed as in

Eq. (49), and hence the scheme has the

unique feature to support traceability.

5.3 Performance analysis

The performance of any security algorithm depends on two

factors.

Computation

overhead:

Comparison of computation overhead

of our proposed scheme with other

existing techniques is given in table 3.

The implementation delay of the pro-

posed scheme is due to login phase,

authentication and key agreement

phases; therefore, while calculating

computation overhead, we consider all

the three phases (login, authentication

and key agreement). The predominant

reason of overhead is hashing; due to

this, we assume that Thash is the time

for one hash. Computation overhead of

the proposed technique is as follows.

Login and

authentication:

Totally 15 used hashes are reported in

this phase, up to full authentication of

the user. Therefore, computation

overhead for this phase is 15Thash.

Key agreement: When the CAS verifies the user and

completes the process of key agree-

ment, totally used hashes are 8; hence,

the computation cost for key agree-

ment phase of our proposed scheme is

8Thash.

Therefore, the total computation overhead is

15Thash þ 8Thash ¼ 23Thash. The same process has been

applied to calculate the computation overhead for consid-

ered techniques, as shown in table 3. The protocol of Xue

et al [30] has a cost of 24Thash; thus, if we include all the

steps to resist all the attacks as given in table 4, the pro-

posed scheme is better.

Communication

overhead:

The communication overhead is cal-

culated in terms of total number of

bits transferred during login, authen-

tication and session key generation

processes. Lengths of messages

Table 3. Computation overhead of various techniques.

Sl.

no. Protocols

Computation overhead of the

authentication and key agreement phase

1 Lee et al’s 25Thash
2 Li et al’s 27Thash
3 Leu et al’s 28Thash
4 Sood et al’s 24Thash
5 Xue et al’s 24Thash
6 Our proposed

scheme

23Thash
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including Ui ! Sj, Sj ! CS, CS! Sj
and Sj ! Ui, transferred between two

of the user, service provider and CS

layers, have been calculated to deter-

mine total number of bits. Assuming

that the length of each hash value is

128 bits, the length of the time-stamp

value is 24 bits, and that of each of

the other transmitted elements is also

128 bits. Table 5 shows a total

message length of 336 in comparison

with Xue et al [30], whose length is

342, involving all the three layers.

Communication overhead is mainly

compared with Xue et al protocol

because it is the only protocol resis-

tive to all the attacks involved in the

proposed scheme. In comparison with

Xue et al protocol, communication

overhead of the proposed scheme is

lesser by 6 bytes.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a strong authentication scheme is proposed,

which is not only useful to prove the legitimacy of the user

in multi-server environment, but also able to share the

session key between all the stakeholders engaged in this

process. The proposed scheme has been compared to other

techniques on the basis of various security attacks like leak-

of-verifier attack, eavesdropping attack, stolen smart card

attack, DoS attack, replay attack and forgery attack and

found to be resistive for all. The proposed scheme utilizes

time-stamp to oppose replay attack. Further, the proposed

scheme compared on the basis of overhead cost (compu-

tation and communication) gives better results. This

scheme has features like being dynamic in nature, ID-based

and multi-server oriented, not needing to store verification

table and also provides session key at all involved layers for

secure communication. The users of this scheme become

confident and feel comfortable, because they are not require

to remember a number of login credentials for multiple

services and servers. This scheme works for distributed

environment and integrates various servers and services

through a single registration and authentication. Therefore,

this proposed scheme is best suited for current e-gover-

nance system of India. This scheme can not only integrate

the e-governance projects in distributed environment but

also provide unified authentication platform to facilitate the

user.
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